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 The

goal of data compression

Reduce the amount of data required to represent
a given quantity of information
1
RD = 1 −
 Reduce relative data redundancy R
C R
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basic
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data
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“redundancies”
d d
i ” for
f image
i
compression: coding redundancy, inter-pixel
redundancy (spatial and temporal) and
(irrelevant information) psycho-visual
redundancy

 Coding
 Fundamentals
 Some

basic compression methods
watermarking

 Digital

redundancy (Based on intensity value)

Code word: a sequence of symbols use to
represent a piece of information or event
 Code length: the number of symbols


 Spatial


and temporal redundancy

Remove unnecessarily replicated in the
representations of the correlated pixels

 Irrelevant


information

Remove information ignored by the human visual
system

 Is

present when the codes do not take full
advantage of the probabilities of the events
 The gray level of an image and that rk occur
with probability pr (rk)
 The average bits of number required to
represent each pixel
L −1

Lavg = ∑ l (rk ) pr (rk )
k =0

 Variable

length coding -assign fewer bits to
the more probable gray level than less
probable ones achieve data compression
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7

LAVE = ∑ L(rK ) p(rK ) = 2.7bits
K =0











VLC can be used to reduce the coding redundancy
that would result from a straight or natural binary
coding of their pixels
The coding would not alter the level of correlation
between the pixels within the images
2-D pixel array used for human viewing and
interpretation
p
must transformed into a more
efficient
ffi i
format
f
Mapping – represent an image with difference
between adjacent pixels
Reversible mapping – the original image elements can
be reconstructed from the transformed data set
Map the pixels along each scan line f(x,0) f(x,1)…
f(x,N-1) into a sequence of pair
The thresholded image can be more efficiently
represented by the values and length of its constant
gray-level runs than by a 2-D array of binary pixels

Illustration of rung-length coding
(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

Original
image
Binary image
with line 100
marked
Line profile
and
binarization
threshold
Run-length
code

 Histogram

of both
images almost the
same

 The

autocorrelation

value is high at
∆n=1 (1st image)
and ∆n=1, 45 dan
90 (2nd image)

 Def.

of Psychovisual redundancy—certain
information has less importance than other
information in normal visual processing
 Human perception of the information in an
image does not involve quantitative analysis
of every pixel value (the reason of existing
Psychovisual-Redundancy)
 Is associated with real or quantifiable visual
information
 It can be eliminated only because the
information itself is not essential in formal
visual processing


The elimination results in a loss of quantitative
information: quantization
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How few bits are actually needed to represent
the information in an image?
 The generation of information can be modeled as
a probabilistic process
1
I ( E ) = log
= − log P ( E )
P( E )
 Units of information




Quantization leads to lossy data compression

 IGS (improved gray-scale quantization)
 Expense of some additional but less
objectionable grainness
 Using break edges by adding to each pixel a
pseudo-random number

entails a decrease in the image’s
spatial and/or gray-scale resolution









 IGS




No uncertainty P(E)=1
M-ary units – if the base 2 is selected, P(E) =2, I(E)= 1 bit

The average information per source output—
called the entropy of the source is
J

H = − ∑ P ( a j ) log P ( a j )

Use heuristic techniques to compensate for the
visual impact of quantization

j =1



The intensity entropy based
L −1
on the histogram of the ~
H = − ∑ pr (rk ) log2 pr (rk )
observed image is
k =0

A repeatable or reproducible means of quantifying
the nature and extent of information loss
Two general classes of criteria for assessment: (1)
objective fidelity criteria ; (2) subjective criteria
Objective fidelity criteria

the level of information loss can be expressed as a function
g
or input
p image
g and the compressed
p
and
of the original
subsequently
b
l decompressed
d
d output
e ( x , y ) = f ( x, y ) − f ( x , y )
 Root-mean square error


^

[

]

1
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2

Mean-square signal-to-noise ratio of
the compressed-decompressed image

Subjective is more appropriate for measuring image
quality
 If we can select viewers and average their
evaluations

1)Television Allocation

Study Organization (source: Fredendall and Behrend)
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 Define

the how the data is arranged and
the type of compression
 Image container: handles multiples of
image
g data
 Image compression standard :define
procedures for compressing and
decompressing images

Source encoder and decoder

Source encoder
 Reduce
or eliminate
R d
li i t any coding,
di
iinter-pixel
t
i l or
psychovisual redundancies in the input image
 The corresponding source encoder- mapper,
quantizer and symbol encoder
 Mapper
 Transforms the input data into a format
designed to reduce inter-pixel redundancies
 Reversible process
 May and may not directly reduce the amount of
data required to represent the image

A compression system consists of two structural
blocks: an encoder and a decoder
 Encoder is made up of source encoder and a
channel encoder








Quantizer
 Reduce the accuracy of the mapper’s output in
accordance with some pre-established fidelity
criterion
 Reduce psycho-visual redundancy
 Irreversible operation when error compression is
omitted
The symbol encoder

Creates a fixed or variable-length to represent quantizer
output and maps the output in accordance with the code
A variable length code is used to represent the mapped and
quantized data set
 Reduce coding redundancy (assign the shortest code words
to the most frequently occurring values





Source decoder contains only two components: a
symbol decoder and inverse mapper because of
irreversible operation of quantizer

 Play

an important role when the channel is
noisy or prone to error
 Was Designed to reduce the impact of
channel noise by inserting a “controlled form
off redundancy”
d d
” into
i t the
th source encoded
d d data
d t
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 Append

enough bits to the data being encoded
that some minimum number of bits must
change between valid code words
 The 7-bit Hamming (7,4) code h1 h2 h3… h7 is
associated with a 4-bit binary number b3 b2 b1b0






Generation of information can be modeled as a
probabilistic p
p
process with intuition
Event E occurs with probability P(E) is said to contain I(E)=log P(E); I(E) ---self information
 if P(E)=1 then I(E)=0


H1 h2
H1,
h2, h4 are even parity check

Decode a hamming encoded result, the
channel decoder must perform odd parity
check (8.2-1) on the constructed even parity
check (8.2-1)
 EX: A single bit error or IGS data







The hamming code can be used to increase the noise
immunity of this source coded IGS data by inserting
enough redundancy

How few data actually are needed to represent an
image?
Information provides the mathematical framework to
the question
Measuring information



Information channel

The physical medium that links the source to the user
A simple information system (a simple mathematical model
J
for a discrete information system; Fig. 8.7)
H (Z ) = −∑ p(a j ) log P(a j )
 Average information per source output,
j =1
denote H(z) is uncertainty or entropy
J
of the source



H(z | bk ) = −∑P(aj | bk ) logP(aj | bk )
j =1

the probability P(bk) of a given channel output
and the probability distribution of the source z
are related by
 the conditional entropy can be expressed as
eq (8.3
eq.
(8 3-7)
7)
 The expected value of this expression over all
bk is eq. (8.3-8)
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Provides the basic tools needed to deal with information
representation and manipulation

An image mode of the image generation process
Assume a particular source model and compute the
entropy of the image
 The source symbol are equally probable,
probable and the source
is characterized by an entropy of 8 bits/pixel




Another method of estimating information
content
Construct a source model based on the relative
frequency of occurrence of gray levels
 The only available indicator of source-modeling the
probabilities of the source symbol using the gray-level
histogram


Applications including medical, satellite imaging,
radiograph
 Is the only acceptable means of data reduction
in digital applications
 Provide compression ratio of 2 to 10
 Are composed of two independent operations: (1)
reduce inter-pixel redundancy ; (2) code., then
eliminate code redundancy












The most popular approach for removing coding
redundancy
Yields the smallest possible number of code symbols per
source symbol
Procedures:
(1) create a series of source reduction: combine the two
lowest probability symbol into a single symbol; repeated
until a reduced source with two symbols is reached
(2) code each red
reduced
ced ssymbol:
mbol: start with
ith the smallest
source and working back to the original source;
Creates the optimal code for
a set of symbols;
The symbol is coded one at
a time;
The code itself (or block code)
–each code is mapped into a
fixed sequence of code symbols
Create the optimal codes for a
set of symbols and probabilities

 The

simplest approach to error-free
image compression : reduce coding
redundancy
 The source symbol: (1) the gray levels of
an image; (2) the output of a gray-level
gray level
mapping operation
 Assign the shortest code words to the
most probable gray levels





Coding and decoding is accomplished in a
simple lookup table (Fig. 8.12)
Block code (because source symbol is
mapped into a sequence of codes)
Instantaneous, unique decodable
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 The

construction of Huffman code is trivial
for a large number of symbols


J Symbols, J-2 Source reduction, J-2 Code
assignment for the code

 Sacrifice
S ifi

coding
di g efficiency
ffi i
ffor simplicity
i li it iin
code construction sometimes is necessary
 Truncated Huffman coding, B2 coding, Binary
shift coding







code only the most probable ψ symbol
all other symbols are represented by
adding a suitable fixed-length into a
prefix code
Coding
g and decoding
g is accomplished
p
in a
simple lookup table (Fig. 8.12)
Block code (because source symbol is
mapped into a sequence of codes)
Instantaneous, unique decodable

Close to optimal when the source symbol probabilities
obeys a power law of the form P(aj)=cj-B

Shift code


is generated by the following procedures:
|

|

|
|





B-code






Arrange the source symbols so that their probabilities are
monotonically increasing
Divide the total numbers of symbols onto symbol blocks
of equal size
Code the individual elements within all blocks identically
Add special shift-up or shift-down symbols to identify
each block

Comparison of average code length

 Is

a Non-block code unlike VLC of the
previous sections
 An entire sequence of source symbols is
assigned a single arithmetic code
 The code word itself defines an interval of
real numbers between 0 and 1
 As the number of symbols n the message
increases, the interval becomes smaller and
the number of information units required to
represent the interval becomes larger
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Assign fixed-length code words to variable length
sequence of source symbols
 Requires no a priori knowledge of the probabilities
of occurrence of the symbol to be coded
 Has been integrated into imaging format: GIF, TIFF
(compressed
(co
p essed TIFF,, and
a d uncompressed
u co p essed TIFF),
), PDF,,
PNG
 LZW Coding process





Construct a “dictionary” containing the source symbols
Examine the image’s pixel
|

The gray sequences that are not in the dictionary are placed in
algorithmically determined locations

Unique feature: coding dictionary or code book is
created while the data are being encoded
 LZW decoder builds an identical decompress dictionary
as it decides simultaneously the encoded data stream










Reduce an image’s inter-pixel redundancy by
processing the image’s bit planes individually
decompose a multilevel image into a series of
binary images and compress each binary image via
one of several well-known binary compression
method
representt gray-level
l
l image
i
iin th
the fform off b
base 2
polynomial (Formula: 8.4-2)
the small gray level variations problem (i.e. small
changes in gray levels affect all m bit planes)—a
pixel with intensity 127 adjacent to a pixel with
intensity 128
Sol: represent the image by an m-bit Gray code
(Formula:8.4-3)
|









Successive code words differ in only one bit (small
changes are less likely to affect all m bit planes)

 Gray

code bit planes are less complex than
corresponding binary bit planes
 Gray code for “127” and “128”:
127(11000000) and 128(01000000)

Reduce an image’s inter-pixel redundancy by
processing the image’s bit planes individually
decompose a multilevel image into a series of binary
images and compress each binary image via one of
several well-known binary compression method
represent gray-level image in the form of base 2
polynomial
l
i l (Formula:
(F
l 8
8.4-2)
4 2)
the small gray level variations problem (i.e. small
changes in gray levels affect all m bit planes)—a pixel
with intensity 127 adjacent to a pixel with intensity
128
Sol: represent the image by an m-bit Gray code
(Formula:8.4-3)
 Successive code words differ in g = a ⊕ a
i
i
i +1 0 ≤ i ≤ m - 2
only one bit (small changes are
g m -1 = a m − 1
less likely to affect all
m bit planes)



Common approaches
(1) specify the first run of each row
(2) assume that each run begins with a white run,
whose run-length may in fact be zero

 The

black and white run lengths may be coded
separately using variable-length coding based
on statistics
H + H1
 The approximate run-length entropy is H RL = 0
L0 + L1
 Additional compression can be realized by
variable length coding the run lengths
 Eq. 8-4.4 provides an estimate of the average
number of bits per pixel required to encode
the run length
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 Two-dimensional


run-length coding

RAC (Relative address coding)
|

|

Track the binary transition that begin and end each
black and white run (Fig. 8.17)
Require the adoption for a convention for determining
run values

 Contour

tracing and coding

PDW
 DDC
 direct contour tracing--represent each contour
by a set of boundary points or by a single
boundary point and a set of directional
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Does not require decomposition of an image into a
collection of bit planes
Based on eliminating the inter-pixel redundancies
closely spaced pixels by extracting and code only
the new information in each pixel
|









Does not require decomposition of an image into a collection
of bit planes
Based on eliminating the inter-pixel redundancies closely
spaced pixels by extracting and code only the new
information in each pixel










New information: the difference between the actual and
predicted
di d value
l off that
h pixel
i l

The coding system consists of an encoder and a
decoder, each contains an identical predictor (Fig.
8.19)
The predictor generates the anticipated value of
that pixel based on some number of past inputs
Form the difference or predictor en, which is
coded using a variable-length code to generate the
next element of the compressed data stream
Generate fn based on global, local and adaptive

New information: the difference between the actual and predicted
value of that pixel

The coding
g system
y
consists of an encoder and a decoder, each
contains
t i an id
identical
ti l predictor
di t
The predictor generates the anticipated value of that pixel
based on some number of past inputs
Form the difference or predictor en, which is coded using a
variable-length code to generate the next element of the
compressed data stream
Generate fn based on global, local and adaptive
Reproduce monochrome images from data that have been
compressed by more than 100:1 (error-free compression
seldom results in more than 3:1)







Compromise between distortion and compression ratio
Adds a quantizer, which absorbs the nearest integer of the
error-free encoder|(Fig. 8.21)
The error-free encode must be altered so that the
predictions generated by encode and decoder are
equivalent

Delta modulation
Maps the prediction error into a limited range of outputs
Slope overload distortion: blurred object edges
 Cause distortion including granular noise (grainy or noisy
surfaces)
 Distortions depend on a complex set of interactions
between the quantization and prediction methods
employed
| Prediction is designed under no quantization error
| The quantizer is designed to minimize its own error
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Grey level image 256×256
Four linear prediction methods:



Optimal predictor (DPCM)
 The optimization criterion: Minimizes the encoder’s
mean-square prediction error, the quantization error is
assumed to be negligible (subject to the constraints)
m

E{en2 } = E{[ f n − ∑ αi f n −1 ]2
i =1



The above assumption simplify the analysis considerably,
and decrease the complexity of the predictor
|



Select the m prediction coefficient that minimize the expression

Optimal quantization
 Staircase quantization function t=q(s)
 Decision and reconstruction levels of the quantizer
 Select the best si and ti , for a particular optimization
criterion and p(s)

Based on modifying the transform of an image
(such as Fourier transform-map the image into a
set of transform coefficients)
 A significant number of the coefficients have
small magnitudes and can be quantized
 A transform coding system: encode and
decoder (Fig.
(Fig 8.28)
8 28)
 construct sub-image—de-correlate the pixels of
each sub-image or pack as much information as
possible into the smallest number of transform
coefficients) (Fig. 8.28)
 (1) Adaptive transform coding: adaptive to
local content
 (2) Non-adaptive transform coding: fixed for
sub-image
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Depend on the reconstruction error that can be
tolerated and the computational resources
available
 Include Discrete and Inverse Discrete Transform






Fourier




Walsh-Hadmard
Discrete cosine transform

Most transform coding systems are based on the
DCT for its information packing ability and
computational complexity
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Sub-image size selection
Images are subdivided so that the correlation between subimage is reduced to some acceptable level
 As sub-image size increase, the level of compression and
computational complexity increase




Bit allocation
 Reconstruction
R
t ti error d
depends
d on th
the number
b and
d
relative importance of the transformed coefficients
that are discarded, as well as the precision
 the process of truncating, quantizing, and coding
the coefficients of a transformed image
|
|





Zonal coding: the retained coefficients are selected
based on maximum variance
Thresholding coding: based on maximum magnitude

The process includes truncating, quantizing, and
coding the coefficients of a transformed sub-image

Zonal coding: viewing information as uncertainty
 Based on maximum variances (the coefficients of
maximum variance should be retained in the coding
process)
 The variance calculation —from the ensemble of
(N/n2) transformed sub-image array or based on
assumed
d image
i
model
d l (for
(f E
Ex: Markov
M k
autocorrelation function)
 Is implemented by using a single fixed mask for all
sub-images

 The


|



zonal sampling:

Multiply T(u,v) by the corresponding elements in a
zonal mask

place 1 in the location of maximum variance and
0 in the other location

Two types of bit allocation of the coefficients
|

|

(1) is allocated the same number of bits: normalized by
their standard deviation and uniformly quantized
(2) is distributed fixed number of bits: Lloyd quantizer

 Thresholding







coding

Based on maximum magnitudes
Is implemented by using a fixed mask for all
sub-images
The location of the transform coefficients
retained for each image vary from sub-image to
another
Is the most often used adaptive transform
coding approach in practice
When the mask is applied (Eq.8.5-38), the
resulting n*n array is reordered to form a zig-zag
ordering pattern
Λ
⎡ T (u , v) ⎤
T (u, v) = round ⎢
⎥
⎣ Z (u, v) ⎦
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Three basic ways to threshold sub-image (or
create a sub-image threshold masking function)
|
|

|

(1) A single global threshold
(2) A different threshold (N-largest coding): the same
number of coefficients is discarded (the code rate is
constant)
(3) The threshold can be varied as a function of the
location of each coefficient (varying code rate)
y The thresholding and quantization can be combined :
(8.5-40)
y T(u,v) assumes integer value k if and only if

kc −

c
c
≤ T (u , v) < kc +
2
2



Binary image compression standard



Eight representative “test” documents were selected
Group 3 and 4 standards compress these documents

 One-dimensional


compression

Two code words type: (1) the run
run-length
length is less
than 63; (use Table 8.14); (2) the run-length is
greater than 63 (use Table 8.15);

 Two-dimensional

compression

Line-by-line method—the positions of black-towhite or white-to-black rum transition is coded
with respect to the position of a reference
element a0
 Current coding and reference line
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CCITT and ISO address both monochrome and color
image compression
Continuous tone standards are based principally on
the lossy transform
The recommended standards include DCT-based JPEG
standard, wavelet-based JPEG 2000, and JPEG-LS
standard (lossless to near lossless adaptive prediction
JPEG : the most popular and comprehensive
continuous tone till frame compression standard
Three different coding system for JPEG: (1) a lossy
baseline coding ; (2) an extending coding for greater
compression, high precision ; (3) a lossless
independent coding for reversible compression;

I/P data precision is limited to 8 bits,
the quantized DCT values are restricted to 11
bits
 The compression is performed in three
sequential steps: DCT computation,
quantization, and coding
 8 x 8 Sub-image compression (are processed
from left to right, top to bottom)

C B
A X
Predictor
Input
Image data



Entropy
Encoder
Table
Specification

Compressed
Image data

To be JEPG compatible, a production must include
support baseline coding

 The





DC
Image block

DCT

DPCM

DC difference

Zig-Zag
i

AC coefficients
ffi i

Q
AC

Gray-level shift by subtracting 2n-1
2-D cosine transform
Use zig-zag pattern to form a 1-D sequence of
quantized coefficients
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Portions of a JPEG 200 can be extracted for
retransmission, storage, display, and/or editing
Based on the wavelet transform coding
Coefficients quantization is adapted to individual
scales and sub-bands
The quantized coefficients are arithmetically coded on
a bit-plane
1.

DC level shift the samples of S size-bit unsigned image to
be coded by
b subtracting
s btracting 2Ssize-1
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Color components are individually shifted

Components are optionally divided into tiles
The discrete wavelet transform of the rows and columns
of each tile is computed: produces four subbands
quantize coefficients:explicit or implicit quantization
Encoding:
1.
2.
3.

coefficient bit modeling, arithmetic coding, bit-stream
layering, and packetizing
Tile-component’s subbands are arranged into rectangular
blocks: code block
Three passes for a bit plane coding: significance
propagation, magnitude refinement, and cleanup
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